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Justifications for purchasing the eColor+ Poster Printer System































Produce health & safety-related decals and signs at a fraction of the cost of 3rd party vendors
Aid in developing school branding and culture through printed logos, mascots, and mottos
Celebrate student achievement with student of the month or student athlete/scholar posters
Develop a print-rich environment with posters, banners, and wall decals
Provide PBL (project-based learning) opportunities for students through design software and poster
presentations
Math diagrams and charts
Reading standards posters
Rubrics and grading expectations posters
Graphic organizers of key concepts for whole-class and small-group work
Anchor and K-W-L Charts
Word Wall visuals
Vocabulary posters for ELL students
Test-taking strategy posters
Support student STEAM achievement
Support student and school improvement goals
Support English language development instruction
Provide teachers with resources to create a visual and tactile learning environment
Support Individualized Education (IEP) requirements for special education students with
differentiated instruction
Support career and technical education programs; strengthen the connections between secondary
and post-secondary education
Serve as the basis for a student entrepreneur class or club – aiding in the teaching of financial
literacy at the middle or high school level
Advance the integration of technology in the classroom
Promote awareness of school policies and programs
Raise funds through parent, teacher, student, and community involvement
Promotes student enrichment activities and use of technology while encouraging participation
Supports efforts in creating safe and drug-free schools and communities by printing character
education and violence prevention posters
Supports instructional strategies in STEAM, reading, and writing for students with disabilities
Create custom sensory pathways for use in classrooms and hallways using provided templates
Reinforces retention through the use of static visuals
Reinforces reading comprehension through the use of large visual aids
Create bilingual posters; communicate lessons, directions and activities in both English and Spanish

